The problem of partitioning a graph into a number of pieces is one of the fundamental tasks in computer science and has a number of applications e.g. in computational mechanics or VLSI design. Finding optimal partitions according to di erent measures is in most cases NP-complete. Nevertheless, a large number of e cient partitioning heuristics have been developed during recent years. The performance of these methods in terms of computation time as well as quality of approximation is heavily in uenced by choices of parameters and certain implementation details. Fortunately, the partitioning problem itself is clearly de ned and its description leads to a small interface. Thus, e cient implementations of approximation heuristics can be re-used for di erent applications.
Introduction
Graph-Partitioning problems occur in a wide range of applications. The task is to divide the set of vertices of a graph into a given number of parts, while restrictions and cost functions have to be considered. A common restriction is that parts have to have a balanced number of vertices and a common (minimizing) cost function is the number of crossing edges between vertices belonging to di erent parts. The calculation of an optimal solution is NP-complete and e cient heuristic methods have to be used to calculate su cient solutions in an appropriate time.
The number of existing partitioning tools has markedly increased in recent years. Each application which needs to solve a partitioning problem generally uses its own exclusive partitioning tool. Transferring the code of that speci c partitioning tool to a di erent application usually causes high e ort in re-implementing the code.
An additional problem occurs with new partitioning methods which are very complex. Even originally simple methods may become very complex if the partitioning problem has some generalizations such as di erent weights for vertices or edges, arbitrary numbers of nal partitions, speci c load balance criteria or focus on even more complex cost functions. The performance of partitioning methods depends highly on the implementation and it might be very time consuming for the user to optimize the partitioning code.
The PARTY partitioning library tries to solve all these problems and its goal is to provide the user with several partitioning methods of di erent character e cient implementations to guarantee high performance a variety of generalization of the methods to re ect the speci c constraints of the application more precisely a simple interface which guarantees an easy use as well as a strong control of the methods Several other libraries like Chaco ( HL94] ) by Hendrickson and Leland, Jostle ( WCE95] ) by Walshaw, Metis ( KK95] ) by Karypis and Kumar, Scotch ( PR96] ) by Pellegrini or TOP/DOMDEC by Farhat, Lanteri and Simon ( FLS95]) exist to solve graph partitioning or similar problems. Each of them is specialized in a special method or technique. It is very interesting not only to combine di erent techniques within a speci c tool, but also to combine methods from di erent tools. Therefore, the PARTY partitioning library provides interfaces to the Chaco library and the central methods therein can be invoked from the PARTY environment.
A formal de nition of the partitioning problem is given in the following section. The methods included in PARTY are classi ed and described in section 3. Section 4 explains the technical use of the code and section 5 shows some experimental results.
The Partitioning Problem
Many di erent criteria can be focused on when partitioning a graph, among which the balance of the partition and the size of the cut edges are the most important ones. These have to be generalized when graphs with vertex or edge weights are considered. This section tries to clarify the graph partitioning problem as viewed in PARTY and shows the major de nitions.
In the following let G = (V; E) be a graph with vertices V and undirected edges E. The The cut size is the number (sum of weights) of edges that are incident to vertices of di erent parts. The task of the partitioning problem is to nd a balanced partition that minimizes the cut size. It is interesting, how many balanced partitions a graph may have and how di cult it is to compute the best possible partition. Let us consider the simple case in which a graph is to be partitioned into p = 2 parts and no weights are appointed to vertices or edges. This is called the bisection problem and it leads to the following de nition:
De nition 2.4 (bisection width) The problem of calculating the bisection width for an arbitrary graph is NP-complete (see e.g. GJS76]). The bisection width is known for some regular graphs and can be computed for very small graphs with less than 50 vertices (using e cient enumeration schemes), but it is not practical to compute the bisection width for graphs with several thousand vertices. Therefore, heuristics are used to compute in adequate time a balanced partition with a cut size as low as possible.
3 Partitioning Methods included in PARTY Many partitioning methods have been developed in di erent research and application elds. Therefore, these methods are based on di erent ideas and on a variety of aspects of the graph. Some only consider the list of vertices as they are passed by the applications, whereas others use the adjacency information of the vertices or, if provided, geometric information. In this section we will outline a major classi cation of partitioning methods and describe the ones implemented in the PARTY library. The partitioning heuristics are usually divided into global and local methods. Global methods are sometimes called construction heuristics because they take the graph description as input and generate a balanced partition. Local methods are called improvement heuristics. They take the graph and a balanced partition as input and try to improve the partition. Figure 2 shows the combination of global and local methods. Each partitioning algorithm rst applies a global heuristic to construct a partition 1 . The main task of a global heuristic is to force the partition to be balanced, while trying to cut through sparse areas of the graph. In the second step a local heuristic can be applied to construct a partition 2 from the partition 1 . The main task of the local heuristic is to re ne the partition locally in order to obtain a lower cut size. The resulting partition has to be balanced, too, thus the local heuristic has to determine two equal sized sets of vertices in both parts of the cut. The exchange of those sets will result in the balanced partition 2 . The same or a di erent local heuristic can be applied on a partition i to construct a further partition i+1 .
The combination of global and local heuristics leads to the question: "Which heuristic should be focused on?" Very simple as well as highly complicated heuristics already exist for both steps. We will describe the methods implemented in PARTY in the following two sections.
Global Methods
As mentioned in the previous section, each partitioning algorithm has to include a global method. The Optimal method produces the optimal result, but has an exponential run time behavior. The heuristic methods Linear, Scattered and Random are exclusively depending on the vertex position in the given vertex list, whereas the Farhat, Gain and Bubble methods take the adjacency information into account. Coordinate information are needed by the Coordinate Sorting method.
All partitioning methods implemented in PARTY are capable of considering unequal weights of vertices and edges. But for an easier understanding of the methods themselves, they will be described in the following sections without considering any weights.
Optimal The Optimal method searches the solution space of all balanced graph partitions using Branch&Bound and returns one partition with the lowest possible cut size. The time requirement is exponential and only very small graphs (less than 50 vertices) can be handled in appropriate time.
Nethertheless, it might be used in combination with coarsening strategies where a large graph is coarsed to a very small one with similar characteristics. Partitioning this graph with the optimal method might be as e cient as using partitioning heuristics.
The parts of the partition will be assigned according to the numbering of the list of vertices. In the generation process of each graph -in some cases -vertices of dense areas of the graph are grouped together very closely in the list of vertices. In these cases, the linear partitioning method can succeed in obtaining a partition with a low cut size, but usually it results in partitions with high cut sizes, because it does not take notice of edges connecting the vertices. The main advantage of this method is that it is very simple and fast.
Scattered (v i ) = i MOD p
The Scattered method distributes the vertices modulo to the parts of the partition. Like the linear, the scattered partitioning method, too, may produce good partitions for speci c types of graph and it, too, is very simple and fast. Generally, it produces partitions with a large cut, due to the lack of not considering any edges.
Random The Random method randomly distributes the vertices from V among the parts. Starting with all parts being empty, the vertices are one after another assigned to a part by randomly choosing one which has less than d jV j p e vertices.
The Random partitioning method produces partitions with a cut size of approximately (1 ? 1 p )jEj, which is usually much higher than the lowest possible. Although this method by itself is not a good approach for the partitioning problem, one may use it as starting solution for e cient local partitioning methods.
3
Farhat The algorithm of Farhat ( Far88] ) is a greedy approach based on the breath-rst strategy. It starts with assigning a vertex with the minimum degree to V 0 . It then assigns in breath-rst manner further vertices to V 0 until V 0 is of size d jV j p e. Then, another vertex of the remaining graph, which is adjacent to a vertex of V 0 is taken as new seed for V 1 . V 1 and all following parts are lled in the same way as V 0 .
This strategy takes only some more time than the previous ones, but produces compact parts and quite low cut sizes.
Gain The Gain method (e.g. Pre94]), too, is a greedy approach. It proceeds similar to the Farhat method, but instead of choosing the vertices in a breath-rst search, it considers the change of the cut size. It maintains a list of all unassigned vertices which are adjacent to vertices of the current part and repeatedly chooses one of them which results in the lowest current cut size.
This strategy is, too, very fast and often produces partitions with reasonably low cut sizes.
Bubble The idea of this method ( Tsc]) is to represent a partition by a set of seed vertices, one for each part, which serve as center of the part. The parts are build around the seeds in a bubble like fashion and the seeds are moved in order to achieve an ordered distribution of the bubbles on the graph.
Two major steps are important. First, a whole partition can be constructed by simultaneously growing each part in breath rst manner from the seed until all vertices are assigned to a part. This might lead to some elongated parts. In a second step, each part separately calculates a new seed of the part. This is done be choosing the vertex with the lowest sum of the length of shortest paths to any vertex in that part. These two steps are iterated until all seeds remain unchanged. The parts will become very compact throughout the iterations and usually only a very low number of iterations have to be performed.
Random seeds are used for the initial setting. There is no guarantee that the heuristic itself produces a balanced load. Therefore we have integrated a global load balancing step based on the di usion method as post-processing.
In general, this method produces connected and very compact parts, but it has a longer run time than the previous methods, due to the number of iterations and the time consuming breath-rst searches.
Coordinate Sorting The Coordinate Sorting method (e.g. FLS95]) is only based on the vertex coordinates. It determines which of the x-, y-or z-coordinates have the widest range. The vertices are sorted according to this coordinate and the list is cut in linear fashion like in the Linear method (the graph is cut orthogonal to the axis of the according coordinate).
Although this method does not consider any connectivity information of the graph, it tries to assign vertices which are close together in space to the same part. For many graphs of typical applications (like e.g. FEMsimulations), this results in reasonable cut sizes and the required time is dominated by the coordinate sorting which can be done very fast.
Multilevel, Spectral, Inertial These methods are implemented in the Chaco library ( HL94] 
Local Methods
Although a global partitioning method already produces a balanced partition, local methods try to improve it concerning the cut size. The potential for improvement depends on the di erence between the current cut size and the (unknown) best possible cut size.
Experiences show that it is always preferable to add local methods. On partitions with high cut sizes they will substantially improve the partition, and even on partitions generated by e cient global methods they usually decrease the cut size markedly.
Most local partitioning methods were originally developed for improving graph bisections (due to the much simpler problem). Although their implementation in PARTY is generalized to perform on an arbitrary number of parts, we will describe them in the bisection manner. Recursive bisection is used in section 5 to perform partitionings in a larger number of parts. Figure 3 . A generalization of the di -value to helpfulness will be used in a further method in the following section. Figure 4 shows the KL algorithm as modi ed for its use in PARTY. The REPEAT-loop invokes a pass of the algorithm. In each pass at rst the di -values of all vertices are computed. It then progresses by moving one unlocked boundary vertex at a time to the other part. A boundary vertex is a vertex which is adjacent to at least one vertex of the other part. Both, the source part and the vertex, are chosen carefully. The source part is chosen in the following way. Consider the two directions in which vertices can be moved. If exactly one moving direction will result in an unbalanced bisection, then the other moving direction is taken. Otherwise, the part with the highest di -value of any remaining unlocked boundary vertices is chosen (part 0 is taken in the possible case of a tie). Then, an unlocked boundary vertex v 2 V i with maximum di -value is taken and moved logically to the other part. This implies a change of di -values of its neighbors, which have to be updated. The move also results in a new bisection and the counter new steps counts the number of moved vertices without resulting in a balanced bisection with improved cut size. This is important for the termination of a pass. The original KL-algorithm modi ed by Fiduccia and Mattheyses terminates the pass only when all vertices are moved to the other part. Several people HL94, Pre94] experienced that the nal balanced bisection with the lowest cut size usually occurs very early in a pass. To reduce the run time, a pass additionally terminates if no balanced bisection with an improved cut size could be achieved in the last jV j 4 moves. After each pass, the change of the cut size throughout all moves is analyzed. Only the sequence of moved vertices up to the balanced bisection with the lowest cut size is physically moved to the other part, resulting in a new balanced bisection with an improved cut size. Further passes of the algorithm will be carried out on the resulting bisection until no further improvement is achieved.
In general the KL method is very robust and reliable. The results are convincing, provided KL is started with a fairly satisfactory global bisection.
Helpful-Sets Just as the KL algorithm, the HelpfulSets heuristic is based on local rearrangements. It, too, has to search for two sets of equal size (one in each part), which will improve the cut size if they both change the parts. The main di erence to KL is that it considers not only single vertices, but also whole sets, to take part in the exchange steps. It originates from a proof technique in HM92], where it is used to show upper bounds on the bisection width of regular graphs.
The idea of Helpful Sets is to improve the cut size in several rounds, each of which consists of 2 steps. In the rst step a set is searched for in one part and is moved over to the other part. Because the resulting bisection is not balanced, the second step searches for an equally weighted set on the over-weighted part and moves it to the underweighted part. The sets are chosen very carefully to force an improvement of the cut size after their exchange. The de nition of the di -value of Section 3.3 is extended from a single vertex to a set of vertices:
De nition 3.2 (Helpful Set) Let S V i ; i 2 f0; 1g be a subset of vertices from one The helpfulness is a useful factor if a set S is to be moved to the other part. In this case the cut size of the bisection will be reduced by the helpfulness of the set S, i.e. the helpfulness plays the same role for a set as the di -value does for a single vertex.
Each round of the heuristic starts with a given bisection 1 . In the rst step a search for a helpful set S (with H(S) > 0) is conducted on one part of the bisection 1 and then S is moved over to the other part as shown in Figure 5 . In this example a 2-helpful set S with 3 vertices was found in V 0 and moved over to V 1 . The cut size of 2 decreased from 9 to 7, but the balance went up to 3. For the second step a set is also searched but there are more restrictions on this search, which are speci ed in the following de nition. is balanced and the nal cut size is 7. So far, it has been assumed that in a round a helpful set S with H(S) > 0 and its corresponding balancing set can be found. In this case the round is called a successful round because the cut size has been improved through a physical exchange of the two sets. Several further rounds can be applied to improve the cut size even more.
A round, where either no helpful set S with H(S) > 0 in Step 1 or no balancing set S in Step 2 can be found, is called an unsuccessful round. In this case no physical exchanges occur and the bisection stays the same. The heuristic then tries to proceed with further rounds and weaker constraints on the sets. A new technique called Adaptive Limitation ( Pre94] ) is used to control the constraints depending on the success of the previous round. Figure 6 shows the main algorithm. It basically consists of a WHILE-loop with the two steps inside.
The new technique Adaptive Limitation uses the value limit to control the search for helpful sets and the termination of the WHILE-loop. Limit is initialized with cut size=2 and works as a constraint for the search process in Step 1. Depending on a successful or unsuccessful search, limit is changed in each round. If it becomes 0, the algorithm terminates. limit = cut size=2; WHILE limit > 0
Step 1: search for helpful set S with H(S) limit in both parts;
IF no such set found IF any helpful set S with H(S) > 0 found S = set with highest helpfulness found; limit = H(S); ELSE S = ;; limit = 0; IF S 6 = ; move S to the other part;
Step 2: search for a balancing set S of S;
IF successful move S to the other part; limit = limit 2; ELSE move S back to its original part; limit = blimit=2c; Figure 6 : The Helpful-Sets algorithm.
In each round, the algorithm starts to perform Step 1: it searches for helpful sets in both parts of the bisection.
This can be done independently in both parts. Then, if no helpful set S with H(S) limit is found, the set with the highest helpfulness is taken and limit is set to this value.
If no helpful set S with H(S) > 0 is found, then S is set to ;, which prevents the algorithm from proceeding to Step 2 and limit is set to 0, which leads to a termination of the algorithm.
If any helpful set S with H(S) > 0 is found, the algorithm moves S from one part of the cut to the other, reducing the cut size by H(S). It then starts to perform
Step 2: it searches for a balancing set S. If such a set is found, the bisection is re-balanced and limit is increased, assuming that it may now be possible to nd a more helpful set in the next round. The net improvement of the cut size in each successful round of the algorithm (move of S, re-balance with S) is at least one edge.
If the algorithm fails to re-balance, S is moved back to its origin and the value of limit is decreased. This assumes that a less helpful set will have a smaller size and be easier to balance.
The number of rounds depends very much on the given problem and, in real applications, only a small number of rounds are performed. The central steps of the algorithm are searching for helpful and balancing sets. They are described in DMP95, Pre94] in more detail.
How to use the Library
The software code of the PARTY Partitioning Library is freely available for academic use. Currently, version 1.17 is distributed. The library is written in C and compiled for several di erent systems. To obtain the code you have to sign a license agreement and send it to the authors. The code will then be transmitted to you electronically. Please refer to the User Guide PD96] and to the WWW page http://wwwhni.unipaderborn.de/graduierte/preis/party.html for details.
PARTY serves an executable and and interface access. The executable code allows a fast and easy access, whereas the interface code can be linked to the application code to guarantee high e ciency.
If the Chaco library is available, it may be linked to the PARTY library and some distinct methods from therein can then be used to enlarge the number of available methods in PARTY. ----------Graph Information ------------------------------------- The executable modus of PARTY allows to use the partitioning methods without being connected to a speci c application. It works 'stand alone'. The command party at the prompt performs a partitioning example with default values as shown in Figure 7 .
As an example, party will be executed with default values to give a feeling for the work with the PartitioningLibrary. A list of possible options that can be changed in future executions of party will be shown at the beginning. These options are used to name the les containing the graph description, choose speci c global and local partitioning methods, choose the number of parts, the additional balance, the recursive mode and to control some further utility features.
In the pre-processing part of the code, information about the input data is shown. First is the Version number of the code, followed by the values of the major options: a 32 by 32 square grid is to be partitioned with all global methods (all) combined with the local Helpful-Sets method (hs), the resulting number of parts is 2 and no additional imbalance (0.0) is allowed. The following block contains general information about the graph like number of vertices and edges, analysis of vertex degrees, intervals of the provided vertex coordinates and the number of connected components in the graph.
The calculation of a partition -the main step of the code -may take some time, depending on the given problem and on the computational power of the machine, but does not produce any output with the default settings.
After completion of the partition calculation, the postprocessing step gives an analysis of several interesting values. It starts with a block of information about the partition quality, showing an analysis of several vertex-and edge-based values. The most important value is the 'Total cut size' at the end of the block. The output nishes with some information about the memory usage (current and maximum dynamically allocated memory) and the time performance (total time and split time for the di erent steps).
Interface Code: party lib.h and libparty.a
The disadvantage of this executable modus is that the communication between the user's application and the partitioning code is done by passing the graph information and the partitioning results via les, which is very time consuming. Therefore, the second modus is to use an interface which directly connects the procedures of the library to the user's application. PARTY provides the header le party lib.h and the object le libparty.a for this purpose. The user may access the procedures by including the header le party lib.h in his code and linking the library libparty.a to his executable code.
To use the implementations of the partitioning methods, the user has to write a short interface code. This is necessary because each application uses its own representation of information about the graph and the partitioning problem. Although the same is true for the partitioning heuristics, the methods in PARTY use a very simple representation as interface. The following steps have to be performed by the user in his code in order to use the PARTY interface:
1. transform the graph from the representation in the application into the simple interface representation described by the parameters of the procedures in party lib.h 2. invoke one or more of the procedures of party lib.h 3. re ect the result of the procedures back to the own application
Although there are many methods implemented in this library, there is one central procedure party lib which performs the partitioning by combining several single methods.
int party_lib ( char *Global, char *Local, int runs, int n, float *vertex_w, float *x, float *y, float *z, int *edge_p, int *edge, int *edge_w, int p, float add_bal, int recursive, int *part, int *cutsize, int Output);
The party lib procedure needs several parameters to specify the partitioning methods (1st row of parameters), the graph information (2nd and 3rd row), the partitioning problem (4th row), the result of the calculated partition (5th row) and the amount of information output (6th row). The goal is to keep the parameters very simple for an easy understanding, but complex enough to pass all required information and to have an adequate control of the implemented methods. The parameters are described in PD96] in more detail.
The general partitioning procedure party lib is very useful to handle several partitioning methods at once, but some users might want to perform one speci c partitioning method only. Therefore, the user has access to the single partitioning procedures. In addition, several utility procedures are provided for an easier use of the procedures described so far. These utility procedures include I/O support, check and information facilities and some analysis of the memory and time usage. Please refer to PD96] for more detail.
Tests and Results
This section shows test results of partitioning several graphs from di erent sources in 2 and 64 parts. It is desirable for partitioning heuristics to have a stable and e cient performance when used for graphs of di erent character. Therefore, we choose graphs from air ow simulation (airfoil, wave), structural mechanics (crack), crew scheduling (lh with edge weights), sparse matrix factorization (mat03HBF) and the De Bruijn network of dimension 20 (DEBR20).
We compare the PARTY library to the central methods of the partitioning libraries Chaco ( HL94 Table 1 shows some characteristics of the graphs and the partitioning results. For graph lh, the total number of edges and the total number of edge weights are shown. The Inertial method can only be used for graphs with geometric coordinates. The tests are performed on a Sparc Ultra 2 with 768 MB main memory.
None of the settings outperforms all others. In fact, all settings are fairly close together concerning cut size and run time. The Inertial method is the fastest, but can only be used if geometric coordinates are available. In the case of graph lh, Chaco and Metis calculate very high cut sizes for the bisection, but succeed to calculate lower cut sizes for the 64-partition. In several cases a setting which beats another for the bisection is beaten in the 64-partition.
The PARTY setting often calculates very low cut sizes. It would be very interesting to combine the methods in PARTY with coarsening strategies like the ones in Chaco, Jostle and Metis.
Conclusion and Further Work
The primary goal of PARTY is to work as a platform for an easy use of partitioning methods. None single method will outperform all others in all settings. Therefore, the combination of several di erent methods leads to a stable and e cient way for graph partitioning.
PARTY mainly stresses on local improvement heuristics which can e ciently improve existing graph partitions. The test results show that local Helpful-Sets heuristic applied to several fast global methods is comparable to those of other existing partitioning tools. Further work will be done to combine the Helpful-Sets heuristic with di erent coarsening strategies, trying to reduce the time requirements while preserving the solution quality.
It is planed to extend the graph and partitioning problem de nitions. The future use of a cost function might be helpful to specify the importance of other criteria beside cut size and load balance more precisely. In addition, the newly implemented global method Bubble is expected to show very good results on criteria like the aspect ratio or others concerned with the compactness of the parts.
